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Monday, June 27, 2022 

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
MEETING CALL TO ORDER (action item) 

Commissioners Jeff Hough, Terrel N. Tovey and Ernie Moser met for Board of Equalization hearings.  

8:55 AM Moser convened the meeting. Hough moved to enter into the Board of Equalization. The 

motion passed unanimously. Among those present were Anita Hymas, Nancy Allen, Brian Trammell 

and Braeden Clayson. Appraisers presenting throughout the day included Lanita Benson, Celeste Gunn, 

Joshua Stokes and Jason Hooker. 

The following hearings were conducted: 

 

8:56 AM Allen swore in the appraisers.  Moser reviewed the BOE process.  

 

Brian & Shauna Singleton - RPRPHL3001300 

The appellant did not show. Gunn reviewed comparables and value per square foot. The appellant’s 

comparables were reviewed.  

9:01 AM Hough reviewed the Zillow estimate. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPHL3001300 to uphold the 

Assessor’s value. The motion passed. 

 

9:03 AM Moser opened the hearing. Allen swore in those testifying. The rules were confirmed. 

 

Ronald Miller - RPR3853031202 

9:03 AM Miller reviewed the property is at the top of City Creek Road. The property is used for an 

internet tower. The zoning was changed to commercial. There are no utilities. Miller does not want to 

change the value but requested the agricultural designation be restored.  

9:07 AM Tovey questioned the rezone and explained the only parcels changed were for Simplot.  

9:08 AM Gunn reviewed the property location and noted there are no access issues. She had referred 

appellant to Planning, whom prepared a letter stating that the parcel may be developed built upon in an 

undivided state and the ordinance standards would be met. Moser explained that the new evidence 

cannot be considered. 

9:10 AM Tovey questioned a lease; which Miller leases the property to his own company. Tovey 

explained there is intrinsic value for the land that an agricultural designation would require the land be 

used for agricultural.  

9:14 AM Hough moved on parcel RPR3853031202 to adjust the value to agreed upon value of $39,299. 

The motion passed. Appeal rights were reviewed. 

 

David Cahill -RPRPMMD001100  

9:36 AM The appellant did not show. Gunn explained they are showing the appellant cancelled as the 

value was adjusted. The Assessor recommendation is $511,078. Hough moved for parcel 

RPRPMMD001100 to accept the Assessor’s recommended value of $511,078 with the reduction on the 

improvements. The motion passed. 

 

Melvin Elliott - RPRPHLS005400  

9:15 AM Elliott reviewed the value increased 53%. A real estate professional was contacted and was 

unable to find any reasonable comparable sales. The average home increase is 17% for the first half of 

2022. The median home value increased by 25%. A reasonable assessment average would be 21%. 

9:18 AM Gunn explained they follow sales for values and some areas increase more than others. Last 

year was historical in value jumps. She reviewed the home details and value per square foot for the 

subject property and comparable homes. 
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9:19 AM Moser explained the data given was for 2022 and the value is determined by 2021. Tovey 

questioned the locations of comparable sales. Gunn explained the process for determining comparable 

properties.  

9:23 AM The property was visited in 2021. There does not appear to be any discrepancies in property 

information. Tovey moved to uphold the value on parcel RPRPHLS005400. Hough pointed out there 

was a BOE adjustment last year. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the right to appeal.  

 

Danny Higgins - RPRPPOC312500 

9:26 AM Higgins brought handouts, but they were not submitted timely and will not be considered. 

Higgins explained the problem has been ongoing for a few years. The property was changed to 

residential. There is an apartment in the basement.  

9:30 AM Gunn explained records show there is zero basement finish on the property. The price per 

square foot was reviewed for the subject property and comparable sales. The property does appear to be 

valued equitable. They have worked with appellant over the years to ensure property detail accuracy. 

Tovey recalled the property from last year and there was a value drop last year due to a broken sewer 

which is now fixed. Discussion ensued on basement finish. Tovey moved for parcel RPRPPOC312500 

to uphold the value of the Assessor at this time. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Burns Leavitt - RPRPHL2002500 

9:39 AM The appellant did not show. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPHL2002500 to uphold the value as 

presented. The motion passed. 

 

9:54 AM Moser opened the hearing. Allen swore in those testifying. Moser reviewed the process and 

rules.  

 

Bruce Coleman - RPRPCC2001100 

10:06 AM Coleman shared that senior citizens are being priced out of homes. He has lived in the home 

for 30 years and would not pay $400,000 for it. The value is outrageous. Something needs done for 

relief to senior citizens. The assessment went up $150,000. Based on last year’s levy, the taxes would be 

$4,205. The previous year’s taxes were reviewed.  

10:09 AM Benson reviewed the comparable sales are around the area, have similar square feet and show 

the property is bracketed in the middle of the values. The price per square feet was reviewed. The 

property information has been verified. 378,165. The appellant submitted property listings that are in the 

packet.  

10:12 AM Tovey explained his properties are not in the same area and would not be comparable. The 

BOE adjustments over the last few years are over $70,000. Someone would be willing to pay the 

$400,000 for the home with the current market. Market value must be considered pursuant to Idaho 

Code. Hough reviewed Zillow and Realtor.com and they both show the Assessor is under what the value 

would be. Tovey moved to uphold the value on parcel RPRPCC2001100. The motion passed. Moser 

reviewed the right to appeal. 

 

Susan Johnson - RPRPFW3000100 

9:57 AM Johnson reviewed the property has gone up the last few years and increased $136,000 this 

year, or 29%. It is frightening that seniors will be taxed out of their homes. She did apply for the circuit 

breaker, but if house assessed for more than $280,000 she would not qualify.  

9:59 AM Benson reviewed the comparable sales are within the same area and the price per square foot 

is within the comparable properties. The home is valued equitably for the area. The information on the 

home was verified with the appellant.  

10:01 AM Tovey questioned the price per square foot and pointed out the comparables are higher than 

the subject property. Hough reviewed market values listed with Zillow and Realtor.com. The value was 

dropped the last two BOE years and that is why the increase was so large. The property is near the golf 
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course and likely the lowest valued home in the Highland neighborhood per square foot. Hough moved 

on parcel RPRPFW3000100 to uphold the Assessor’s value. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the 

right to appeal. 

 

Jeffrey Huckstep – RPR4013037600 

10:15 AM The appellant did not show. Tovey moved that parcel RPR4013037600 be upheld. The 

motion passed. 

 

11:00 AM Moser opened the hearing. Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Dallas & Carley Warren - RPRPUNP006600 

11:03 AM The appellants did not show. Hough moved on parcel RPRPUNP006600 to uphold the 

Assessor’s value. The motion passed. 11:04 AM Dallas Warren appeared and was sworn in. Moser 

reviewed the rules and process. Warren reviewed his assessment and looked at comparable properties in 

his neighborhood. The property was refinanced and assessed less than a year ago. A new roof is needed 

and some appliances need replaced, painting needs done, and the deck is deteriorating. Warren believes 

the value is closer to $215,000.  

11:07 AM Benson requested a copy of the appraisal. Tovey suggested the appraiser do a drive by 

regarding the needed repairs. Moser disagreed in that it could be submitted ahead. 

11:11 AM Benson reviewed the comparable properties are in the same area and similar age. 11:13 AM 

Tovey stated the home is likely valued on the lower end for the neighborhood. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRPUNP006600 to uphold the assessed value. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Scott & Joy Allen - RPRPEVG001100 

11:14 AM Scott Allen appeared. Allen reviewed the lot value increase. There is a gas line easement and 

one-third of property is not usable. There is a driveway easement for two other homes. The home does 

not have air conditioning.  

11:17 AM Benson reviewed the value of home was reduced by $12,000. The lots in the area are 

assessed equitably in the area. The home details, price per square foot, and comparables were reviewed. 

Benson requested the Board uphold the adjusted value of $361,072.  

11:21 AM Hough viewed the parcel viewer values. Landscaping does not have value for this process. 

An encumbrance on the property has been given adjustments in the past. There is a shared driveway. 

The parcel values around the subject property were reviewed. The three houses with the shared 

driveway and gas line should all be adjusted.  Discussion ensued on noting the encumbrance. Hough 

moved on parcel RPRPEVG001100 to set the land at $75,000. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the 

right to appeal. 

 

Gordon Olson - RPR4433008300 

11:29 AM Barbara and Gordon Olson appeared. Ms. Olson explained their son usually speaks for them. 

The home is almost 50 years old, the house has fiber board and poor insulation. She had spoken with 

Celeste and the property details were reviewed. There was a reevaluation removing a building that is 

only a plastic greenhouse.  

11:32 AM Benson reviewed some corrections were made to details and value. The comparable sales and 

price per square foot were reviewed. The home value falls in the lower end of comparables. The 

corrected value is $341,303. Discussion ensued on sewer, water and acreage. 11:39 AM Tovey moved 

for parcel RPR4433008300 to uphold the adjusted value of the Assessor at $341,303. The motion 

passed. Moser reviewed the appeal rights. 

 

Richard Stephenson - RPRCHL4001600 

11:41 AM The appellant did not show. Tovey moved on parcel RPRCHL4001600 to uphold the 

assessed value. The motion passed. 
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Danielle Newman - RPRPCPP093709 

11:41 AM The appellant did not show. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPCPP093709 to uphold the 

Assessor’s value. The motion passed.  

 

1:00 PM Moser opened the hearing. Allen swore in those testifying. Moser read the process and rules. 

 

Irene Bergendorf - RPRLHL1001400 and RPRLHL1001300 

1:02 PM Bergendorf explained she owns six adjoining lots. Last year, five lots were adjusted as it is 

lava rock. The parcels were going to be used for parking. The sixth lot was bought separately and there 

is a slope at the back so it is not buildable. The individual lot is appraised for more than half of the five 

in total.  

1:05 PM Hooker reviewed the rate per square foot. They looked at commercial parcels on the road and 

the average value is $7 per square foot. The property has the same benefits as other parcels on the road 

and may be undervalued. 

1:07 PM Tovey questioned other parcels and recalls functional obsolesce being considered last year. 

Discussion ensued on values. Tovey moved for parcels RPRLHL1001400 and RPRLHL1001300 to 

uphold the Assessor’s values. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the right to appeal. 

 

Genevieve Dunn and John Nguyen - RPRPJR1001300 

1:11 PM Dunn explained that there are three properties in the neighborhood that sold last year for less 

than their assessed value. There are unusable portions of the property. Nguyen reviewed a comparison 

to other parcels. The usable acreage should be $36,111. Issues with the home include 10% unfinished 

basement. Dunn shared selling prices of comparables.  

1:15 PM Stokes reviewed comparable properties in the same neighborhood and price per square foot. 

The appellants met with Benson and an adjustment was made to the land to $92,950 for a total of 

$597,945. There were corrections made to the home in the system. 1:19 PM Tovey moved to accept the 

new adjusted value of $597,945 on parcel RPRPJR1001300. The motion passed. Moser reviewed the 

appeal rights. 

 

Kelly Harman - RPRCHL3001000 

1:21 PM Tammy and Kelly Harman appeared. Mr. Harman shared the home was appraised in 2017 for 

$240,000 and is now assessed for $464,000. Not much has been done to the home. He feels the property 

is valued 25% higher than it should be.  

1:24 PM Stokes reviewed comparables and the price per square foot. They have not been able to meet 

with appellants and assume all information on the home is correct. The property was reduced during the 

mass BOE in 2019. Harman reviewed the value increases over the years.  

1:27 PM Tovey questioned property values against the freeway versus others. The lots all have a flat 

value. Discussion ensued on comparable locations and values.  

1:30 PM Hough reviewed Zillow prices are in the same range. There appears to be a discrepancy in the 

finished footage of basement. 

1:45 PM Stokes reviewed there are storage rooms unfinished. A correction was made to the finished 

area which would increase the value. Tovey opined that the value does not seem right. A house for sale 

was reviewed. Tovey moved on parcel RPRCHL3001000 to adjust the value to $430,000 with the 

adjustment off the improvement and that the Assessor’s office go review the property. The motion 

passed. The appeal rights were reviewed. 
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Administrative Reviews 

 

Lance Johnson - RPRPBZA000500    

1:54 PM Discussion ensued on fourplexes. Hymas shared there was an adjustment made to the land and 

others in the area for equity. The value was reduced to $509,380. Tovey moved on parcel 

RPRPBZA000500 to adjust the value to $509,380 as indicated by the Assessor’s office. The motion 

passed.  

 

Orlando Bejarno - RPRPBAE00500 and RPRPMMD001200 

1:59 PM Stokes reviewed some corrections were made that reduced the value for RPRPBAE00500 to 

$352,978. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPBAE00500 to take Assessor’s recommendation of $85,250 on 

the land and $267,728 on improvement. The motion passed.  

Discussion ensued on the bare land parcel that is contiguous with the other parcel. The parcel is a 

converted value that was increased by a market trend of .55%. There would not be a building right. 

There is a septic tank and connection to city water. Tovey moved on parcel RPRPMMD001200 

to adjust the value back to last year’s value of $11,118. The motion passed. 

 

Gayleen Chandler - RPRCCPC025531 and RPRCCPC025532 

2:09 PM The packet was reviewed. The BTA considered the matter in 2019. Other lot values were 

reviewed. Tovey moved on parcels RPRCCPC025531 and RPRCCPC025532 that the assessed values 

be upheld. The motion passed. 

 

Chris Trujillo - RPR4015031600 and RPR4015031400 

2:16 PM The packet was reviewed. The property was purchased in October 2021. Hough moved on 

parcel to adjust the combined value of the parcels to $339,200 and to split the difference out 

proportionately between the parcels. Tovey moved for parcel RPR4015031400 to not value the 

improvement and keep the land at $62,039 with the difference of the total of $339,200 taken off the 

improvements of RPR4015031600. The motion passed.  

 

Richard Harbour - RPRPRES001000 

2:23 PM The packet was reviewed. The appraisers gave an adjusted value of $375,508. Tovey moved 

on parcel RPRPRES001000 to uphold the Assessor’s suggested value of $375,508. The motion passed. 

 

JB Trading LLC/Justin Ball - RPRPRTC001300 and RPRPRTC001200 

2:24 PM The packet was reviewed. The parcels were lowered to $71,780. Hough moved on parcels 

RPRPRTC001300 and RPRPRTC001200 to adjust the values to $71,780. The motion passed. 

 

Howard & Marilyn Revocable Trust - RPR3853028611 and RPR3853030900 

2:28 PM The packet was reviewed. The last visit was in 2019 and the property is listed in average 

condition. Tovey moved for parcels RPR3853030900 and RPR3853028611 to uphold the assessed 

values. The motion passed. 

 

Angela Cornelison - RPRPIN2000800, RPRPHAN001200 and RPRRCIN000401 

2:32 PM Discussion ensued on ag utilization and application. It is recommended to have an inspection 

of the property. Tovey disclosed a family relation of his wife to the applicant. Previous BOE 

applications were noted. The condition is listed as average. Hough moved on parcels RPRPIN2000800, 

RPRPHAN001200 and RPRRCIN000401 to uphold the assessed values. The motion passed. 
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Lynn Transtrum - RPRPPRD003100 and RPRPPRD002900 

2:38 PM The packet was reviewed. Merging the parcels was mentioned. Moser moved for parcel 

RPRPPRD003100 to adjust the value to $20,000 and for parcel RPRPPRD002900 to uphold the 

assessed value. The motion passed. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAtAwwVhAj4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMFkpQoCnXI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGPofh9tmTw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZbpQLimm2gs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doOfu6DVjDw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdnQNntI0yQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vf-78XsI-Io&t=259s 
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